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Abstract: 

Trademill Bicycle is one type of bicycle in which a man walks on the trademill and then trademill moves backward. Th is motion  of 

trademill acctuates the electric motor and motor rotates the shaft of rare wheel using chain drive and battery. The motion of trademill 

bicycle is depend upon the human efforts so it is also called as walking bicycle. In multipurpose trademill bicycle we are go ing to 

attach a reciprocating pump for pumping the water. Reciprocating pump pressurise water. Multiprurpose trademill bic ycle consists the 

parts like wheels, trademill, battery, dc motor, chain drive, reciprocating pump.  
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 1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1Problem statement 

While people exercise on the stationary trademill for running the 

people will get bored. Fuel based travelling bikes produces 

pollution and wastage of fuel. In many areas of gardens, 

industies, highways, it is necessary the special arrangement for 

supplying water. 

 

1.2 Design of multipurpose trademill bicycle 

The two wheels are arranged in trademill b ike as shown in fig.  

The trademill consisting a belt is placed between the two 

wheeels. The motor is attached to the trademill. The motor and 

the shaft of the rare wheel is connected by chain and gear drive 

as shown in fig. One gear is also located on the shaft of the rare 

wheel for connecting to the pump. 3D CAD model shows the 

design of trademill bicycle fo r multipurpose.. 

 

1.3 working of trademill bicycle 

Trademill Bicycle is one type of bicycle in which a man walks 

on the trademill and then trademill moves backward. It is a 

moving bike which is combination of electric and mechanical 

parts. This motion of trademill acctuates the electric motor and 

motor rotates the shaft of rare wheel using chain drive and 

battery. It is used for the purpose of transport from one place to 

another place.  It is moved by human efforts like walking on the 

trademill. So, it is used for the purpose of travelling and 

exercising. 

 

1.4 Working of pump 

A reciprocating machine is any machine using reciprocating 

motion to move the flu id or water from one location to another. 

Reciprocating pump is the positve displacement type pump. In 

our project the reciprocating pump is used for supplying of 

water. When the trademill bicycle is at stationary position, user 

walks on the trademill, then the motor gives the motion to piston 

cylinder arrangement. When pump starts on the suction stroke, 

the pumping chamber pressure drops below suction manifo ld 

pressure. The suction valve opens and close at the end of suction 

sroke. The piston starts to move to the discharge strke, 

compressing trapped fuel until the pressure in the cylinder is 

above that the discharge manifold causing discharges vave to 

open. in this way the fluid gets dischagrge with high pressure. 

This type of pump is used in this project for pumng the water. 

 

1.5 3D model of multipurpose trademill bicycle 

 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

"Physical activity," "exercise," and "physical fitness" are terms 

that describe different concepts. However, they are often 

confused with one another, and the terms are sometimes used 

interchangeably. This paper proposes definitions to distinguish 

them. Physical activ ity is defined as  any bodily movement 

produced by skeletal muscles that result in energy expenditure. 

The energy expenditure can be measured in kilocalories. 

Physical activity in daily life can be categorized into 

occupational, sports, conditioning, household, or other activities. 

Exercise is a subset of physical activity that is planned, 

structured, and repetitive and has as a final or an intermediate 

objective the improvement or maintenance of physical fitness. 

Physical fitness is a set of attributes that are either health- or 

skill-related. The degree to which people have these attributes 

can be measured with specific tests. These definitions are offered 
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as an interpretational framework for comparing studies that 

relate physical activity, exercise, and physical fitness to health. 

[1] A new continuous treadmill protocol (USAFSAM) has been 

designed using a constant treadmill speed (3.3 miles/hour) and 

regular equal increments  in treadmill grade (5 percent/3 min). 

The constant treadmill speed requires only initial adaptation in 

patient stride, reduces technician adjustments and produces less 

electrocardiographic motion artefact than do protocols using 

multip le or higher treadmill speeds, or both. The regular equal 

increments in treadmill grade are easy to implement and provide 

a larger number of workloads than do protocols that are 

discontinuous or require larger changes in work load.  

 

3. CONCLUS ION 

 

Trademill Bicycle t readmill bicycle can be used in place of 

regular bike at cheaper cost and without use of fuel. The 

treadmill bicycle will proof to be a future vehicle as no fuel is 

used for travelling through this and it is pollution free. The 

treadmill which is used for walking helps to keep us fit as 

exercise is also one of the important tasks for a person to be fit a 

d healthy for day to day life. Treadmill is cheaper than the 

normal bike which also makes it efficient and in this treadmill 

bicycle we can use reciprocating pump for g iving water to plant 

and gardens as well as this can be use for transportation purpose 

also. 
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